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Inspired by recent photoelectron spectroscopy experiments on hydroxide solutions, we have examined the conditions necessary for enhanced (and, in the case of solutions, detectable) inter-Coulombic decay (ICD)—Auger emission from an atomic site other than that originally excited. We present general guidelines, based on energetic and spatial overlap of molecular orbitals, for this enhancement of inter-Coulombic decay-based energy transfer in solutions. These guidelines indicate that this decay process should be exhibited by broad classes of biomolecules and suggest a design criterion for targeted radiooncology protocols. Our findings show that photoelectron spectroscopy cannot resolve the current hydroxide coordination controversy.
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An Auger process (see Fig. 1) involves the decay of a photo-excited electron-hole pair via annihilation of the hole by another electron, with simultaneous emission of an electron from a bound state to the continuum [1]. The rate is governed (in a Fermi golden rule framework) by both direct and exchange Coulomb integrals [2]. For photo-excited holes in inner-valence or core states, the associated orbitals are well localized on a given atom, such that Auger spectra are typically dominated by atom-specific transitions. Atomic and molecular phases comprise mainly localized electronic orbitals, and the decay rate is consequently quite small for processes involving electron emission from any atomic site other than that originally excited. In such systems, this type of “off-site” emission has been labeled as ICD, inter-Coulomb (atomic or molecular) decay [3].

Although ICD has been studied primarily in the context of valence excitations [3–5], recent experiments have shown that core-excited systems may also decay in this fashion, as shown schematically in Fig. 1 [6]. Panel (a) depicts the instantaneous ground-state potential landscape and electron configuration for two atoms separated by some distance. The core electrons have energy substantially lower than the valence electrons and are tightly bound to the atomic nucleus, screening the nuclear charge \( Z \) such that the valence electrons are subject to an effective nuclear potential proportional to \( Z_{\text{eff}} = Z - 2 \), consistent with Gauss’s law. (For the purpose of this discussion, we assume that \( A \) and \( B \) are atoms of first-row elements with 1s core electrons only.) These effective potentials, when added together, give rise to the multiple-Coulomb-well landscape shown in Fig. 1(a), which will support some localized bound states and additional bonding states spanning multiple atomic centers. Core excitation of a given atom [Fig. 1(b)] will increment the effective nuclear charge, steepening the local potential landscape at that site. This will cause a sudden downward shift in the energy of some electronic states, which in some cases may prevent coupling with states from neighboring atomic sites, or in others may lead to new electronic hybridization via tunneling through the resulting potential barrier. The key point for the present work is that the initial excitation process takes place on a time scale of tens of attoseconds, with the subsequent Auger decay taking place on a time scale of a few femtoseconds—long enough for electronic relaxation to occur, but possibly too short a time for significant motion of the nuclei [6]. In Fermi’s golden rule expression for the decay rate, the appropriate initial states will then correspond not to the ground-state picture in panel (a), but rather to the core-excited picture in panel (b). Once the decay takes place, with a valence electron dropping into the core hole and the excited electron emitted, as shown in panel (c), the effective potential seen by the valence electrons is restored to its initial form. Any electrons emitted subsequently will be found at significantly lower experimental energies.

Aziz et al. recently performed photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) of \( 4.0 \text{ M hydroxide solutions} \); sharp features were observed which the authors maintained could only be explained by invoking ICD [6]. The mechanism suggested was that ICD takes place selectively, involving neighboring waters to which the hydroxide ion donates a hydrogen bond. This interpretation is consistent with only one of the two principal models for hydroxide solvation. The “hypercoordinated” (or four-coordinate) model \( \text{OH}^- (\text{H}_2\text{O})_4 \) allows for hydrogen-bond donation during a transient change in coordination to \( \text{OH}^- (\text{H}_2\text{O})_3 \), while the competing, predominantly three-coordinate model does not ever allow hydrogen-bond donation [7,8]. This hydrogen-bond-based selectivity was used to explain why ICD was not observed for an isoelectronic solute, fluoride [6]. A question left
unanswered is why the spectrum of neat water would not also exhibit ICD.

In order to achieve a deeper understanding of these PES experiments, we have performed detailed electronic structure calculations of hydroxide (and related molecules) solvated by water in the condensed phase. Specifically, we have examined the occupied states of molecules core-excited into their lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals; this excitation is identical to that in the PES experiment on hydroxide. We use the excited electron and core hole (XCH) method, already demonstrated to work well for molecular liquids. The XCH method models the associated excited states self-consistently, with the combination of a full electronic core hole on the excited atom and an excited electron, which significantly screens the core hole in molecular systems [9,10].

Our electronic structure calculations employed density functional theory using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) form of the generalized gradient approximation to the exchange-correlation potential [11]. Although density functional theory without hybrid functionals is known to describe the hydroxide radical poorly [12], the hydroxide “radical” treated here is different in character (having two unpaired electrons), and comparisons with calculations using the PBE0 functional indicate that PBE can treat the x-ray absorption of this system satisfactorily. For excitations at the relevant K edge, the core-hole excited state is modeled by explicit inclusion of the 1s atomic core hole (using a modified pseudopotential) and inclusion of the excited electron occupying the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital. The atomic nuclei remain fixed in place, as they will not move large distances over the less than 4 femtoseconds before photoemission would occur [6]; no meaningful effect was observed when motions were included for hydroxide. We adopt a plane-wave representation and use a pseudopotential approximation for valence electronic structure. In all of our calculations, we use norm-conserving pseudopotentials with a numerically converged plane-wave cutoff of 85 Ry. We analyze the population of the bound states within the XCH approximation [10].

Condensed phase snapshots of 31 water molecules and a single OH− were provided by Professor Mark Tuckerman. Ten snapshots were analyzed of both three- and four-coordinate hydroxide [8]. For water, six snapshots were used from a plane-wave simulation of 32 water molecules, meaning a total of 192 calculations were performed for comparison. For fluoride, ten snapshots were generated by classical molecular dynamics with approximately 75 water molecules [13]. All calculated densities of states include Gaussian convolution of 0.7 eV FWHM.

Figure 2 shows the overall valence electronic density of states (DOS) in the photo-excited state of solutions of neat water, fluoride anion in water, and hydroxide within the hypercoordinated model for both three- and four-coordinate hydroxide in water, with the three-coordinate ion donating a
hydrogen bond. The total DOS of each solution is plotted together with the corresponding s- and p-type projected densities of states (pDOS) of the excited species, indicating the energetic overlap of its states with the surrounding solvent. The DOS includes all doubly occupied orbitals up to the top of the valence band, which defines the zero on the energy scale. We omit the DOS of the excited singly occupied orbital filled by resonant x-ray excitation. We assume that the energetic overlap indicates the possibility of spatial overlap of valence orbitals on the excited species with neighboring water molecules (evidence to follow). Because the exchange term of the Auger decay rate expression for off-site emission (referred to as ICD in [6]) is enhanced only when the corresponding decaying valence states overlap in space, we can literally see the reason for the lack of ICD in (a) water and (d) fluoride: Our calculations clearly show that the p-type pDOS of the excited molecule does not overlap significantly with the water DOS. In other words, core-excited water and fluoride do not have states capable of significant hybridization with the solvent; in terms of Fig. 1(b), every occupied state is localized in one potential well or the other.

Hydrogen-bond donation does not appear to be a necessary condition for ICD enhancement; rather, efficient off-site energy transfer requires spatial overlap of the corresponding states of the excited and acceptor species. (Similar exchange-driven enhancement of the ICD signal has been observed in weakly interacting systems by reducing intermolecular distances [14,15].) In this physical picture, core-excited water and fluoride fall into gaps in the electronic density of states of the solvent. In contrast, both (b) three- and (c) four-coordinate hydroxide ions, when core-excited, have some states that overlap in energy (and also spatially, as shown below) with those of neighboring water molecules. Consequently, energy is transferred efficiently from the ion to an acceptor water molecule, and ICD will take place.

We note that sharp features in the spectra of Aziz et al. were attributable to ICD only because photo-excited hydroxide undergoes ICD largely by way of a single valence state, as indicated by our calculations. That is why sharp peaks were obtained: Transfer will occur primarily in a narrow range of energy (largely within 1 eV of the $\approx -6$ eV binding energy). If this band were more diffuse in energy, the resulting PES from ICD would be “blurred out” correspondingly. It is also known that the direct term in the ICD rate expression is roughly equal for hydroxide and water; the marked differences in their spectra must therefore originate in the exchange term.

These findings are illustrated in Fig. 3 for several representative doubly occupied orbitals. The excited states of the fluoride solution and of neat water are localized on the initial core-excited atoms, whereas both three- and four-coordinate hydroxide states are substantially delocalized into the surrounding solvent. That this delocalization could occur at all can be seen as the overlap in energy of the total DOS for the solution and the p-type pDOS of the solute. The p state of hydroxide is insensitive to hydrogen-bond donation and, therefore, PES must be similarly insensitive. Note that we do not calculate the PES spectrum explicitly, as has been done in other studies [16], due to the infeasibility of simultaneously performing accurate simulations of bulk properties of the disordered medium and the necessary configurational sampling.

In order for state mixing to occur, the core-excited species’ valence state(s) must, to some extent, correspond
energetically to those of any neighbors. The valence energy will be strongly influenced by the identity of the specific atom excited, principally through the effective nuclear charge. For example, core-excited states of fluoride will typically have valence states shifted lower in energy than those of oxygen, which will be lower than those of nitrogen or carbon. Another factor is local electrostatics: As compared to hydroxide, a water molecule includes an additional Coulomb potential from a second proton, interaction with which will lower the ground-state valence energies. Additional calculations show, for instance, that states associated with core-excited nitrogen in protonated glycine, a simple amino acid, will not mix with water, while those in the deprotonated anionic species permit mixing due to a smaller downward shift in energy. Cytosine also exhibits significant mixing, implying that core-level ICD could be useful in radiooncology, particularly when carbon and nitrogen atoms are excited at their corresponding $K$ edges, rather than from valence states, as discussed previously [4,5]. Sharp peaks in the PES of these systems would not be expected, however, as the energetic overlap of the valence pDOS with the solvent spans a much broader energy range than in hydroxide.

Drugs containing heavy-metal targets capable of energy transfer via ICD to cancerous DNA would be a valuable new tool in radiooncology [4,5,17]. The state-mixing criterion established here would allow for rational design of this type of therapeutic protocol: Core excitations in heavy metals occur at characteristic wavelengths, such that irradiation of cancerous tissue selectively bound to a heavy-metal complex with a tuned x-ray source would help to localize the radiation dose [18–20] and energy transfer, increasing the damage to cancerous tissue. There would also be a reduction in the associated damage to healthy tissue owing to its transparency to the greater energetic overlap of the valence states, as discussed previously [21]. The specific nature of the impact of core excitations on valence-state electronic structure indicates the potential for careful tailoring to individual targets (such as DNA or other critical cell structures) by tuning the structure of the heavy-metal complex. At the time of writing, we are actively pursuing this line of investigation in simple models of biological solutions.

In conclusion, we have outlined a generally applicable, computationally inexpensive approach to the prediction of core-excited ICD in solutions. This approach is based on an explicit treatment of electronic relaxation in the core-excited state, as approximated by the XCH method, and on simple criteria of energetic and spatial orbital overlap.
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